The WWF community (faculty, students, and alumni) shares a commitment to honesty and integrity and in particular follows the standards of scholarship and professionalism in all examinations and assessments.

Students agree to comply by the WWF Examination and Assessment Honor Code.

Students who violate the WWF Examination and Assessment Honor Code are in breach of this agreement and must accept the sanctions imposed by the WWF, which include official WWF or UZH disciplinary actions.

1 Each member of the WWF community has a personal obligation to report known violations to the Dean’s Office.

2 No student shall represent another’s work as his or her own.

3 No person shall receive inadmissible assistance of any sort, or provide inadmissible assistance to another student, at any time before, during, or after an examination or in relation to other graded course work.

4 Each student has to confirm the following commitment before starting an exam: “I confirm hereby that I do not violate the WWF Examination and Assessment Honor Code during this examination.”

5 The principles embodied in this WWF Examination and Assessment Honor Code apply to every one of the WWF community.

6 Violations of the WWF Examination and Assessment Honor Code will be handled according to the WWF and UZH disciplinary procedures.

7 Purposefully misleading the WWF Examination and Assessment Honor Code judicial process is a violation of the WWF Examination and Assessment Honor Code.